
Professional Learning Activity: 
Learning Objectives

Participants will…
● investigate a positive and proactive behavior support strategy, teaching

respectful talk.
● identify opportunities to use the methods learned in their professional role.
● create an implementation plan to apply learning to their professional practice.

Necessary Materials:
Internet access

Facilitator Email or Script:
Today, we continue our work around positive and proactive behavior support strategies
by learning about teaching respectful talk. To do so, we will follow this research-based
professional learning model developed by Teaching Channel.



1. To begin, set your Intention by considering the following prompt: What do you hope to
learn from this activity?

2. Gauge your Awareness by considering the following prompt(s):
○ What do you already know about social skills, meaningful discussions, and

supportive learning communities?
○ What experience do you have with explicitly teaching positive behavior?

3. Investigate Respectful Talk Strategies. In the video you are about to see, the teacher
prepares students for school and life by teaching them to communicate clearly and
respectfully in a variety of personal and professional settings. Watch the video,
Respectful Talk Strategies as you think about how the methods may apply to your
professional practice.

Then, choose one of the following resources to learn more:

○ Podcast: Accountable Talk: A Teacher's Guide to Encouraging Deeper & More
Meaningful Talk Among Students via The Classroom Nook

○ Article: “Strategies for Supporting Students’ Speaking and Listening Skills” by
Lisa Schultz via Edutopia

4. Consider how you might move these concepts from learning to Application in your
professional practice. Jot down three ideas. Choose one, and create a quick, three-step 
action plan to implement your idea including a timeline for doing so. You can recreate 
the chart below or use this template.

Idea 1: Idea 2: Idea 3:

Action Plan for Idea Implementation:

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Timeline for Implementation:

5. Complete a quick Reflection using the following prompts:
○ Why is it important to explicitly teach skills like respectful talk?
○ What impact do you hope to have with the implementation of your idea?

https://www.classroomnook.com/podcast/strategies-for-accountable-talk
https://www.classroomnook.com/podcast/strategies-for-accountable-talk
https://www.edutopia.org/article/strategies-for-supporting-students-speaking-and-listening-skills/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sDyLl6zQCiK5Rfj2h9EvbSdfNBtmPx92T2tTdz-p0C0/template/preview

